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l. Introduction
Cognitir e radio (CR) network technology is regarded as a ner\' \\'r\ lo improve the spectral efliciency of wireless networks. A CR nctwork is normally constructed with primary users (PUs) that are licensed to use the speciflc channels and secondarl userr (SUs) or cognitive users that are typically not licensed to ulilire the channels. The beauty of CR technology is in its allor\ jng the SUs to access the licensed channels without any hanrlLrl interference with the PUs' operations [1] . In general. SL. d.tect the free or idle porfions of a channel and access the chunncl. When the PU appears on the channel that is currentll u.ecl by SUs, all SUs must det'er their transmissions and migrate l() other available channels. Channel availability is detemrincd h) PU activities, which change dynamically in frequency. spircc rnd time; therefore, the set of available channels for each SU night also change dynamically [2] . Thus, at a given time. SL s mav opeLate on difl'erent channels independently as shown in Fig. I [3].
Ll
Problem Statement
As we all know, broadcasting is essential in many wireless network applications, such as delivering multimedia nes sages, route discovery in gossip based routing protocols [4] . emergency and warnin-v messages [5] and si-r on. The problem is how to dcliver il rre\\irse to all use$ that are cufiently dwelling on difi-erent channels. Since it is a broadcast message, it should be received by all or most of the SUs in the network. Moreover, the message should be delivered to all users within a leasonable time inteNal. Howevet very few existing protocols fbr the CR network address this problem and none of them guarantees that the message will be delivered to all users in the networks. This was the main inspiration in our proposing a mechanism that enables broadcasting in multichannel CR ad hoL networks.
Related Works
One possible solution to enable broadcasting in a multichannel environment is using a dedicated control channel or broadcast channel [6l, [7 l . In this approach, all users have to tune into a specific channel to reccive or transmit the broad cast messages. This approach is applied in many MAC protocols fol CR networks because of its simplicity. This dedicated channel is normalil' cal1ed the Common Control Channel (CCC) [71. Moreover. in most ofthe MAC protocols for CR networks, the control channel is solely dedicated only for control packet exchanging. This solution is also used in IEEE 1609.4 (standard for wireless access in vehicular environment (WAVE)) l8l. In the IEEE standard 1609.4, one out of seven channels is assigned as a control channel (CCH) and the rest are called service channels (SCH). All users switch to the specific channel, the control channel, at a Darticular time inte al, the CCH interval, to tansmit and reieive the broadcast messages [9] . However, this approach is not applicable in CR networks due to the lack of availability ofconstantly idle channels. If we assign a channel for broadcasting in a CR network, it will be susceptible to PU activities, because, when PUs appear on the dedicated control or broadcast channel. all SUs must vacate the channel immediately. If the PUs' tansmission period is significantly long on the channel, the presence of the PUs may block channel access for SUs. Moreover, the available channel sets in CR networks change dynarnically, hindering the establishment of an everavailable channel for all SUs.
The authors of [10] proposed a control channel recovery mechanism in case of PU appearances. In the proposed mechanism, SUs need to gather the information of neighboring SUs, the available channel list of each SU and so forth. However, SUs share the information via the control channel. When the control channel is unavailable because of PU activities, exchanging the information dses other critical oroblems. A schedule based broadcasting mechanism was proposed in [11] with the assumption that the source node knows the network topology and channel availability information at each node. Again, information about the schedule needs to be sent to all nodesf, but the authors did not mention how to share the information among nodes.
A distributed broadcast protocol in CR ad hoc networks without a cormon control channel is proposed in [12] . In this approach, first, SUs construct their own channel hopping sequences, called broadcasting sequences, with the assumption that all SUs use the same channel index. Then the sender (the one who will broadcast the message) switches from one channel lo another by follou ing its sequence and broadcasts the message while the receiver (a SU who has not received the message) hops and listens on each channel by following its own hopping sequence. When these two SUs rendezvous on a channel which is commonly available to them, the broadcast will be successful. The sequences guarantee rendezvous between a pair of SUs, but cannot guarantee rendezvous of multiple SUs Therefore, a sender may need to hop multiple channels in order to deliver the message to all neighboring SUs. It can cause significantly long broadcast delay. Moreover, since it is a broadcast message, it should be received by all or major fraction of users in the network. but the authors did not consider this problem caretully. Similar approach can be seen in [13] . In [13] ' the channel hopplng sequences are constructed by using quorum system. This proposed mechanism also considers communication only between a pair of nodes. As an altemative. the authors of [4] proposed to enable broadcasting by using multiradio. Obviously, this is not a cost efective and simple solution since it requires multiple lransceir ers.
In our proposed mechanism, we neithef use a dedicated broadcast channel nor multiple transceivers for message broadcasting. In this mechanism, all SUs just need to collaborate in message dissemination. One superiority of IEICE TRANS. FUNDAMENTA]-S. VOL.E96-A. NO' 1 I NOVEMBER 2013 our proposed mechanism compared to other existing works is that the broadcast message is delivered to all or a major fraction of users in the network. We present a detailed description in Sect. 2. We analyze the proposed mechanism in Sect. 3. In Sect. 3, the mathematical analysis and simulation results will be presented all together And then' Sect. 4 concludes the paper. Note that, in this paper, we solely focus on message broadcasting in a multichannel network environment.
Broadcasting in a Multichannel Environment

System Model
We assume the network t)?e is ad hoc without a cantualized coordinator, and there are m available channels, M = lCh,CHz, ..., C H^). We also assume that there are N numbers of SUs in the network and SUs are evenly distributed on available channels. Every SU in the network is equipped with a single transceiver. The channel condition is ideal, which means there are no hidden terminals, and nodes are within the ftansmission range of each other If a channel is currently used by PUs, it is regarded as unavailable for SUs, and SUs dwell only on PU-free channels.
MessageBroadcasting
The basic message broadcasting scheme is as follows. When an SU receives a broadcast message from upper layer applications, it will broadcasts the message by embedding a counfer (r) within the me\sage un the cunent operation channel, CIli. All message transmissions follow the principle of the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) of IEEE 802.11 u5l. Any neighboring SU that receives the broadcast message checks the counter and-if Lhe counter is non-zero, it will rehansmit the message after decreasing the counter by one. If an SU receives the .ame message with a difierent counter value, the counter value will be updated with a lower value. The message will be retransmitted until its counter reaches zero. Since SUs are evenly distributed on different channels independently, if a node transmits the broadcast message on a channel, say CI1i, only a portion of the neighbor nodes, which are curently dwelling on CIl, will receive it. However, the message should be broadcast on every channel at least once in order to be delivered to all neighbors. Therefore, instead of the sourca SU hansmitting the message on every channel, neighbor SUs need to collaborate in message dissemination.
When an SU broadcasts a message on CIlt with countet r.. some neighboring SUs which are currently dwelling on CI{ will receive it. When an SU receives the broadcast message on CHi, first, it chooses one of the available channels, C H j e M, i + j, randomly. Then, it switches to CFIj and detects the presence of the PUs. If it detects the terchangeably. channel as free. it will retransmit the message after decrgasing r by one. If the selected channel is occupied by PUs. it will choose another available channel. Neighbor nodes on CllJ perform the same way. They choose one of the available channels randomly and transmit the broadcast message ancl so on. If a channel is chosen by more than one node. nodes need to contend to broadcast the message. If a node successfully transmits the message, the rcst will switch to other available channels to retrrnsmit the message. An SU can particjpate more than once in message dissemination. For example, if an SU receives the same message atier transmitting, and if the counter is non zero, it will pafticipate again by retransmitting the message. Figure 2 shows mes sage broadcasting in a multichannel environment.
Selecting the Counter Values
A large counter value can increase the number of users that rcceive the broadcast mcssage or the probability that the broadcast messa-se is leceived by all usels. However, the large counter value may cause undesirable transmission overheads. If we choose a small counter value, message broadcasting will be terminated within a short time and it might not be delivered to major fraction of users. It is not straight forward to set the counter for the messages. As we mentioned above, if a node transmits a message successtully on CHl and all neighbor nodes on C1lr receive it. then each node chooses one of the channels randomly for retmnsmission. Consider the $'orst case, suppose all nodes on CHi choose the samc channcl (CH j € M,i + j) and switch to Cllt for the retransmission. Then, there will be, at most. one retuansmission on CH, in the second phase. Again. a1l nodes choose the same channel (CHk € M,k + j.l) and thefe will also be only one retransmission on CH1 in the third phase and so on. ln order to transnit the message on every CH. the counter value should be nr. since ,r is the lotal number of channels.
Consider again the best case scenario as neighbor nodes choose different channels for retmnsmission. For ex ample, node b chooses Clle and c chooses CI1j. where li + l, as shown in Fig.2 . Therefore, in the second phase, there will be n retransmissions on r'? dilTerent channels, where r is 2101 the average number of neighbor nodes on CH; and it can be estimated as n = N lm. Again, if the nodes that receive the broadcast nlessage choose totally different channels, there will be nin(r|,m) retransmissions on min(n2,nl different channels and so on. Thus, the message will be transmitted on every channel within (1og,, z) phases. Then we can choose the countel value for the broadcast message transmissions as [og,,(n)l < r'< rrr.
where f,r'l is the smallest inleger not ldss than r.
3. PerformanceEYaluations
Message Dissemination Rate
We ran simulations to show the message clissemination rate based on the r ralues and the number of neighbor nodes on each CH. \\ c nssigDed the number of channels as m = 20. Figure 3 sho\\s the portion of CHs to which the nodes choose to tran\mit iiccording to the counter values. Obvi ously, the messir-sc dissemination rate is dependent on the number of nodes in the network. If we evaluate in terms of phases, we can sil) that the denser the network, the faster the message dissenrination. However, on the other hand, ifthere are many users in thc network, each user has less chilnce to seize the channel lor tmnsmission. It can cluse long trans mission delays rihich we discuss in detail latcr According to the simulation result. we can determine the necessar)' counter values that guarantee the transmission of message on every channei. We might consider if the message is transmitted on every channel, all nodes in the netwolt would lcceive it. However, this might not always true. because SUs switch the operatjon channels independently and some SUs may miss the broadcast nessage even though the message has been transmitted on all channels. We ran simulations to determine the emciert counter value. In the simulation, we let the SUs switch to any channel at any time. Figure 4 shows the fraction of user that can receive the broadcast message. From Fig.4 , we can determine the elllcient counter values that guarantee the deli\ er)' of the message to all nodes. Similar to previous results. the message dissemination is faster in dense net\\ orks.
However, the message dissemination rate is aJso dependent on the number of available channcls. Obviously, il the number of available chanrels i' larse. the counter value also should be large enough. In Fi-s.5. the counter values with respect to the nulnber arailable channels fot different sce narios can be secn: the counter values fbr the wolst case, best case and lhc lctual necessary counter values which obtrincd b) simulations. In this simulation, we set the number of SL ' rs \=E0.
\.1 \unrber ol Message Transmissionr
According to the propQsed mechanism, the source node (the node that genentes the broadcast message) transmits the The avemge number of transmissions on each channel according to the counter values.
tition of ru things taken n at a time. The probability of all nodes choosing two channels for relransrnission is Fig.3 Fraction of channels chosen for rctransmission ve$us the counter Fig. 4 The fraction of users that can receive the broadcast message based on the r. broadcast message with counter value r on rts current operating channel, CH;. Any node on CH; that receives the message chooses one of the available channels for retransmission. Let I be the number of channels that are chosen for retransmission. Then, the probability that all neighbor nodes on Cl4 choose the same channel (only one channel) is m PIY -11= '-. Let T be the number oftransmissions on different channels. Generally, the expected number of T can be expressed We also need to determine how man) times the broadcast message is transmitted on each channel We run simulations by setting N = 80 and m = 20. Figure 6 shows the average number of transmissions on each channel according to thJcounter values. In wireless rletworks' the most emcient and simplest way to enhance the reliability is through rehansmission which refers to the hansmitting the message more than once on each channel. As shown in Fig.6 , we can choose the counter that is big enough to transmit the broadcast message on every channel at least twice.
Successful Broadcast Ratio
We also evaluate our mechanism regarding the successful broadcast ratio while the PU activities are taken into account. Successful broadcast ratio jndicates the proportion of the number of successful broadcast messages to the total number of messages that arrived. Here, successful broadcast means the broadcast message is successfully delivered to all users in the network. The successful broadcast ratio is also slightly affected by PU activities and total number of SUs. High PU activities cause less channel access time for SUs and, SUs may need to change the operating channel quite frequently. Thus, some SUs may miss the receiving of broadcast messages and it degrades the packet delivery ratio of the secondary network. Intuitively, if there are many SUs in the network, it will be more difficult to deliver the message to all SUs. Figure 7 shows successful broadcast ratios of CR network in various network scenarios.
Average Broadcast Delay
Here, we define the average delay as the necessary time for successful transmission of a broadcast message on every channel. We have assumed that all message transmissions follow the principle of DCF. Therefore, at a given time slot, ar SU will transmit the broadcast message with probability r. If more than one node tansmits at the same time, it causes collision with probability p and we have, p=(1 -(1 -r)" r),
where 0 < p < 1 and0 < z < 1. Thevariablesrandp can be solved by the numerical method described in [15] . In every time slot, the packet will be successfully transmitted with probability pjur, the packet collision occurs with probability p.or, or the channel is idle or busy with probabilities pi,r" and p,,ry, respectively. Here, let us apply some results from [16] , and we have 0,0,"=(l_r), Ptu,y= l-Piat" = 1-(1 -r)' p,^ = nr(I -r)', I
Pco! = Pbusy -p*, = | -(1 -r)" -m(l' r)"-1'
Let 7,7o1o denotes the time for transmission of a broadcast message. T;71p, Tsa and I"," represent the duration of channel idle, the duration of packets collision and the duration for a successful packet transmission. Then we have,
DataL represents the total packet length of broadcast message and B denotes the data rate. Suppose, X is the time interval from channel access contention to the time when a message is successfully broadcast on a channel, the mean of time interval X is siven as Elxl = 7,,, + T'o'' * p,n,T'o' .'
P",, p*, Then, the average delay for each broadcast message is going to be EIDelns] = ,'.fiP(1. (11) We ran simulations to illustrate the average delay for each broadcast message while PU activities are taken into consideration. Table I represents the simulation parameters. Broadcast packet arrivals follow the Poisson distribution and, again, all message transmissions follow the principle of IEEE 802.11 DCF [15] . ln the simulations, PU appearance is random and can occur on any channel at any time. When a PU appears on a channel, we assume that this channel is no longer available for SUs and all SUs vacate to other available channels. As shown in Fig. 8 , the average delay is slightly increased while the number of PUs in the network increases. This is because high PU activities can decrease the number of available chalnels for SUs. SUs need to share less available channels. Thus, SUs require more time on contention to seize the channels for message broadcasting. It increases the 'g [X] value. On the other hand, if the network has fewer available channels, it will just require small counter values for broadcasting, as discussed in Sect.2. Nonetheless, for simplicity, we used r = 7 in our simulations. We also compare our proposed broadcast mechanlsrn wjth two other schemes: l) nndom broadcasting: each SU randomly selects a channel and rebroadcasts the message once, 2) sequence based broadcasting L12l: SUs generate the channel hopping sequences (also called broadcast sequences) and the source node broadcasts the messages by following the sequence $ hile the destination nodes hop and listen by following their o\\n broadcast sequences (De tailed procedure of sequence based broadcasting had also been mentioned in Sect. 1.2.) In this simulation, we set the number of channels, m = 20. and total number of PUs = l0 The broadcast delay comparisons in tems of time slots (or phasest) can be seen in Fig. g As shown in Fig.9 , both random and sequence based scheme require more time slots to complete the message broadcasting when the total number of SUs in the network increases. This is because, in random broadcasting, neighbor SUs involve onll' once in message dissemination, thus, source node may need to retransmit the message again and again. In sequence based broadcasting, source node itself delivers the messages to each and every neighbor by following the broadcast sequence. Therefore' more time slots are required to deliver the broadcast message, especially, in dense networks However, in contnst to these two mechanisms, in the cooperative broadcasting scheme, the large numbel of users can make the nessage dissemination faster. Therefore' even when the total number of SUs increases. yet it increases the value of E[X]' we do not need to increase the t value which is equal to the number of time slots (or phases). That is the main benefit of cooperative broadcast mechanism.
Overall Network Pertbrmance
Finally, we investigate how the broadcast mechanisms affect the overall petformance of the CR network since broadcasting a messige requires significant amount Lrf delay as well as number of retransmissions which encountef transmlsslon overheads. First, we simulate a normal nrullichannel CR network by assuming that SUs operatc on Jiilerent channels independently and communicate with ntighboring SUs which are currently dwelling on the same chrrnncls Then we integrated three diilerent broadcast mecha i'nr' one by one and evaluated how the different broadcaslin: ''hcmes affect the pedormance of the network \\'c iiinrn'Lrc the pedorman;e of the network in terms oi throughpLrt' \! hich include both unicast and broadcast traltic'. E\ rlurling lhe throughput fbr the unicast trallic is ttrailhrtirnr arrl However' when nodes broadcast messase\. nunlbers of retransmissions fbr the same Packet are required in order to complete broadcasting. fe evaluate tile throughput for the broadcast tramc basedln successful broadcast messages ln other words' only the broadcast rnessages that are successfully delivered to all or major fraction of users are taken into account
The thioughput results versus the total number ol SUs can be seen in Fig. 10 As shown in Fig l0 the network rvith cooperative broadcast mechanism outperl('rnr\ that of u'ith other two schemes. This is becausc as u '' discussed before. when the number of users increir\'' lhe random and sequcnce based broadcasting mechani'r: rcquire more time slots to complete brcadcasting \I(rri"\i'r' it also lncreases the value of E[X]' thus' a signitic lrr: 1::r!)unt of delay is required to complete the broadcl\lini l{'^rever, delay requiiernent for cooperative broadc'i't::1. :' much smaller compared to other schemes since il !l\r'' :r' : r'ed to increasc the number of time slots c\ en lr hcn thl :: -::llber of SUs incrcases. ltjust affects onl\ (rn lh'' \ llLrc' '': 1: ' Il Therelore' u, o aonr"qu"na", the rlel\\ (rrk \\ith co()l'rJti\e broadcasting can provide hjgher thr,rushput than thc networks with rHere, a tirne.lot l\ rh. ncic\\dr\ timc inlar\rl tirr a message to be succcssflll\ tru'nli(cJ on I channel Thus \\'e can assume that one phase i'.qLul to one linlc slol and the r\erage of a time slot is jLrsl E[l I.
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other broadcasting schemes.
Conclusion
We have presented a broadcasting mechanism for multichannel CR ad hoc networks. This mechanism enables broadcasting in dynamic multichannel environments without using a dedicated broadcast channel or multiple transceivers. The major superiority of our work compared to the previous ones is that we consider the transmission of the broadcast message to all SUs or as many SUs as possible. Then, we showed the average necessary time for broadcasting a message over a multichannel environment. Additionally, we compared performance of our protocol with other two schemes and simulation results confirmed that the proposed cooperative broadcast mechanism outperforms in terms of broadcast delay and overall throughput. 
